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To the shame of the Democratic Party, it has taken Pat Buchanan to place the economic concerns
of the American people at the center of the nation's political debate. His message of economic
populism resonates around the country, attracting both working-class Democrats and Perot
followers, along with conservative Republicans, to his camp. But, in filling a void created by
both parties' addiction to big money, Buchanan embodies a second message. It is a challenge to
the liberal establishment to change economic course or take responsibility for far-reaching
consequences that do not bode well for this country.
Buchanan's success should not have surprised anyone with an ear to the ground and an eye on
what is going on around the globe. He represents a growing phenomenon across the postindustrialized world: the ultra-nationalist politician who attracts a public following because of
the failure of the major political parties to address the widespread economic insecurity and deep
anxieties among the local population. His very success, and that of his counterparts in Europe,
should be taken as a warning that ugly forces rooted in fear and prejudice are ready to be
exploited if more enlightened policies that are responsive to the public interest are not adopted.
Warning Ignored
So far, that warning has been largely ignored. Right up to New Hampshire, the mainstream
media did its best to paint Buchanan as a product of the religious right rather than as a
spokesperson for millions of Americans who see their very livelihoods endangered. His political
opponents in both parties, all of whom are beholden to corporate America, do not know how to
respond to a candidate who dares to utter what was the worst-kept secret in the country: that
unbridled "free trade" may be dangerous to the nation's health. They resort to simply calling him
a protectionist and extol the virtues of export-led economic growth without looking at the other
side of the equation, the side that drives down wages and threatens jobs.
Today we have a situation in which both major parties support the movement of U.S.
corporations to the Third World, where these highly capitalized companies are able to combine
their superior managerial, technological and marketing skills with exploited, dirt-cheap labor to
gain a grossly unfair advantage in peddling their wares back home. Furthermore, the U.S.
Treasury has used the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund to demand of poor
countries that they push down labor costs to attract investment and promote exports -- a subsidy
to global corporations to the detriment of working people both here and abroad. In countering
Buchanan and arguments against imports from subsidized foreign investors, his opponents have
so far lacked the courage to do anything more than stroke the hand that feeds them. Ignoring one
of the central causes for our economic ills, they have done little more so far than suggest to our

major corporations that they might act more responsibly when it comes to laying off personnel
while netting record profits.
Indeed, liberals, horrified by the rapid rise of a presidential candidate so willing to stimulate
resentment of minorities for political advantage, have no one else to blame but themselves. It is
not simply that the Democratic Party has failed to respond to the deep-seated worries and anger
of its traditional constituency of working-class Americans. Even worse, the policies of the
Clinton Administration, like those of its two Republican predecessors, have exacerbated the
situation, squeezing the poor, workers and the middle class at the bottom of the heap and leaving
them to fight among themselves over the crumbs from the party being enjoyed by the ultra-rich
in this country.
Global Phenomenon
What has been the reality across the Third World for more than a decade is now coming home to
roost. Declining incomes, growing inequalities, job insecurity, drugs, crime -- these are the
forces that are tearing at the social fabric of communities across the Northern hemisphere.
Buchanan has latched onto NAFTA, the expansion of GATT and the creation of the World Trade
Organization as symbols of a misguided economic strategy, but these "free trade" pacts are
merely the logical extensions of what has been a major thrust of U.S. foreign policy during the
Reagan, Bush and Clinton Administrations.
In the name of globalization, competitiveness and efficiency, the U.S. government has been in
the lead through the 1980s and '90s in opening dozens of Southern economies -- from Mexico to
the Philippines -- to Northern investment. With the threat of a cut-off of international financing
hanging over their heads, debt-laden governments have adopted programs of structural
adjustment shaped by the World Bank and the IMF to create low-wage, deregulated economies
attractive to U.S. and European corporations. The wholesale privatization of state enterprises and
utilities and the liberalization of foreign-investment codes have generally been handled by Wall
Street brokerage houses and law firms and their counterparts in Europe, generating vast new
opportunities and benefits for their clients. NAFTA and GATT were necessary in order to
remove the remaining barriers to the sale in the North of goods produced by Northern companies
that have gone overseas to lower production costs.
It doesn't take a genius to figure out what the consequences of these policies would be.
Manufacturers have left the United States in droves to Mexico and points south, taking thousands
of jobs with them. Simply the threat of leaving has enabled companies to pay their workers less.
Those who have lost their jobs have been thrust into the service sector to survive, often on half
their former wages and without any benefits to speak of. At the same time, the reduction in labor
costs has increased corporate profits and generated the greatest disparity in incomes in decades.
The situation in Europe is much the same. Indeed, in travelling across both continents one is
struck by how similar peoples' insecurities, anxieties and frustrations are.
Throughout Europe, unemployment levels are at post-war highs and the living standards of
workers and much of the middle class, in general, are falling. Meanwhile, corporate profits and

CEO salaries continue to rise. Europe, like the United States, is becoming two societies of rich
and poor. Large segments of the population feel disenfranchised, unrepresented by the major
political parties. Even Europe's socialist, social democratic and labor parties have forsaken their
natural constituencies, promising, like their conservative and liberal counterparts, widespread
economic benefits from corporate globalization, European unification and enhanced economic
competitiveness -- benefits that have yet to materialize.
Inevitable Backlash
Patience is running thin. "Angry Crowds Could Doom Britain's Privatization Program," the
International Herald Tribune recently told its readers, noting widespread opposition to the sale of
public companies at bargain prices. In France, thousands took to the streets and shut down the
national economy in opposition to the policies of a government it had elected just months earlier.
In Germany, the unemployment rate is virtually in double figures, a level unimaginable over the
past generation. Across the continent, nationalist fringe groups and parties, some with fascist and
racist orientations, are gaining in strength by taking advantage of the vacuum created by the
mainstream parties to appeal to people's worst fears and instincts.
As worrying as the rising popularity of France's National Front and its leader, Jean-Marie Le
Pen, is in this regard, nowhere is this trend more frightening -- and more destabilizing -- than in
the former Soviet bloc. The rush of both the Bush and Clinton Administrations to open those
economies for their corporate constituencies has bred intense poverty, economic polarization,
and widespread anxiety and alienation. As in the Third World, the policies promoted by the
World Bank and IMF are gutting rather than building local productive capacity, destroying jobs
and intensifying economic insecurity. The result has been an electoral swing to political extremes
that has seen the resurgence of communist parties in Russia and Poland and the ominous rise of
right-wing nationalist parties, with their thinly veiled threats to Jews, gypsies and other ethnic
minorities, across the region.
Indeed, Buchananism is rife these days in Eastern Europe, where the failure of the political
establishment to resist the pressure exerted by Western governments and the international
financial community has opened space once again for demagoguery. In Hungary, for example,
the embracing by both center-right and center-left parties of Bank/IMF programs that are
destroying the country's social cohesion has made Jozsef Torgyan, leader of the ultra-nationalist
Smallholders' Party, the country's most popular politician. The refusal of others to confront the
issue has left Torgyan, a clever opportunist, with fertile ground to cultivate with his public
broadsides against foreign control of the national economy.
In Russia, the political future is even more frightening. As worrying as the popularity of
Communist Party leader Gennadi Zyuganov is to Western capitalists, the latter's relentless, shortsighted and disastrous push to transform the Russian economy overnight has also made
presidential hopefuls out of two ultra-nationalists -- Vladimir Zhirinovsky and retired-general
Aleksandr Lebed -- whose leadership of a nuclear power is a prospect that few Western
policymakers wish even to entertain.
Wrong Target

The Washington political establishment, feeling under threat, is now on the attack against
Buchanan rather than attending to the fundamental economic problems that he, and his European
counterparts, are successfully exploiting. At a time when a public discourse on economic policy
and the consequences of the present globalization process is badly needed, our major parties,
media, think tanks and other influential institutions remain in a state of remarkable, collective
denial. Even the destabilization of Russia and the collapse of the Mexican economy, with all
their profoundly dire consequences for the United States, have failed to shake Washington's
commitment to an economic orthodoxy that has succeeded only in further enriching a relatively
small, elite group both at home and abroad.
Putting our heads in the sand will not make the Pat Buchanans of the world, nor the economic
issues and popular anxieties they are riding to popularity, go away. It will only hasten our
already rapid and frightening slide down a slope all too familiar to us this century. It is a moment
that demands responsible, enlightened and courageous leadership. Is the Democratic Party up to
the challenge or must the American people look elsewhere for its champions?
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